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"Seeds of International Tensions"
(16 jo* . sound and color, 1 4 min,)

"International Tensions" aims to portray how irra-

tional psychological forces wreak damage in world affairs

and how they may be controlled by intelligent individual

action. Working in stylized animation in a unique way,

"International Tensions" poses the age-old problem of

man's war-peace ambivalence . The origins of destructive

impulses are clarified and their relation to world peace

show:. Methods by which individuals and societies can

cope with the seeds of tension are put forward . The
animation

musical scoring, sound, voice, and/carry 'the information at

a fast pace, ending in a constructive climat . (Intended

audience : high school seniors and junior college students ;

international affairs clubs ; luncheon clubs ; adult

education groups ; TV public service programs),
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This film is a probe into th inner spaces of human strife .
It deals with tensions among people

	

ich begin in the mind and
spread throughout the farthest reaches of human society . These tensions
are feelings that foster hcstilityes in the family of man .

We remember the story of how for want of a nail, the horseshoe
was lost, then the horse and rider, then the battle, and finally
the kin§dom . So it is with the causes of great and destructive
conflicts among hordes of people . Such causes may be small
in the beg*,kning but mount ever higher iii their effects, until
finally it may be truly said that the neglect of mental effreet=
health in early life can bring destructive hatreds and wars ini
later lives of millions of people .

The price of destructive hostility is huge . It is paid both
by the individual and society . Altho ugh this film is concerned with
hostility on the international level, it m ght=else describes
feelings that would be found in all kinds of human relations,
in the family,the factory, the city and the relisious groups to which
we belong .

	

Dr. Leon Saul has written : "human hostility causes
vastly more death, destruction, and suffering, chronically and in
wars, revolutions, and tyrannies, than all the physical illnesses
cause together."

If you will glance at a few typical newspaper headlines, you
will note that the world exists today in a constant-stegeof tension .
From Rvr"&'ay Leningrad, from Ghana, from Fe4p1g Tokyo, from Venezuela,
in many different news stories, the underlying three theme is the
same : distrust, misunderstanding, hostility, tensions that unbalance
the judgment aRd-eye and provoke continuous conflict .
The seeds of international tension are numerous, tough, durable .
If we a locate them and identify them, we At put ourselves in
position to get rid of them .
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There is no use to denying that 40 future

	

somewhat grim.

It seems that knowledge of man brings more destructive=ehn applications- than

constructive applications . If so, it is because we as a people do not

mobilize our constructive potential . We do not do all we can to

improve ourselves f r provide for the education of others .

True, few of us are without blemish, but most of us have

enough self-control, enough normalcy, to guard our minds . Some

people, unfortunately, are sti!sxglg seriously unbalanced . _hest g

us need expert eeaece advice at some time or another, but they need

mèntal care badly.

	

Yet because they exhibit their sickness in

their views on world affairs, they escape atteet#e proper care .

They are not quarantined . They are not declared by the courts to

be politically incompetent . Under the best of conditions, a

well-designed government and the normal public restrains these

so-called "crackpots ."

.moi` `Neede4 hy=~h~s=a~~g to relieve the tensions in this ailing

world are stronger and more intelligent use of therapeutic
better

methods. The beginning and end is in/child,and adult education .

The teacher, the priest and pastor, the social worker, the psychologist

possess an ever greater ability to deal with the mental disabilities

is h,~ produce tensions among the normal ind the psychpath alike .

W*`I~~P'efft~er-=k

	

edge=d Here is the threapeutic leadership of the

country, but there is a job to be done too ty all leaders of opinion--

in business, the labor movement, clubs, the armed forces, and everywhere

that men and women come together and deal with international affairs .
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'$e s'-c~uld net, cf cours :, saT that nan will reach heaven on

Berth ence he achieves psycho ogical health, Psychological

health, in ' ,,(,,rld af"?irs, reins the, a .-;e - son can view other

people for what th ay are and for

	

goodness the •, • i ght

ra-leal under better circurns` •ances . Psychological health is
the foundatic r for an improved ap;roach ;c eceno ric aai soc-
ial mblerns,

"Any a problem will rera in, and nany tensions .rill arise

as men tri re to solve them e M r. must still la -rn to prô--

duce more ; to -aintain a balance bet •'reer population and re-

sources, and to organize the world peacefully and dfriciently .

The problems of -he world that necessitate international

conferences will not vanish . Put the problems of the world
are not unsolva`'le . If tre can learn to understand the forces
within ourselves, re can break the gold upon us .
Some say cur amp is the aie of the helpless individual . ' •le
can say •pore truly thatit is an age where we begin to know

enough about ourselves to control oursely s,
It is a new kind cf individual st-e%-7th . . a ne-•! kind of
freedom . `fnen we break the a?e-old grip of the forces of
s,rchological conflict, we are taking a giant step forward

toward Peace .
Inner pe-ice	and world-wide Peace .
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, ,'Every m`an and woman on this crowded earth carries in him the
eace . . .and ofwnr_,,--,

jesus a poor carpenter
Buddha from a weal y favi
Nape.12)n born on an islan far from Paris
Woodrow Wilson a mini--t 's boy
Hitler a maid's so

	

,,,,,4

	

a ,,,d -ko tint-~-r
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and we . . .well , '

	

~t--real
frrei, we aTt arry the seeds of *ts3~tr. • %~~ `" - peace
This film is about the seeds o warI is film is about us,small
and great, now and in the days ahead

em s re of the peaceful intentions
at the international level ) . ,

~an is a soc iable creature . . . F-t
But still - som how - we neve
of one another,4nd when we
the problem is magnified .
We think we sense something in
iie seem to sense a warning in ourselves
BIe half expect the worst to happen
And with ~a	∎i~ frequency . . . the worst happens
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ba....Ee seeds of war

	

mysterious

	

. .
.iie have fought since time began
Even now we can't seem to get alonV

Everywhere man's inhumanity to man continues
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On the surface things %o deem to be getting better, we do seem to have
learned from history . . .
Now we have organizations
To foster goodwill
To promote understanding
To iron out grievances .. .
Delegations meet

	

as we
But . . . Somehow . . . things never seem to work out as well/hope, or intend

Lime-"=$ehind our surface-selves, behind the smiles and
pleasant words of each mum of us JAk uneasiness-"`distrust,&ask .
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The seeds of tension from interpersonal to international haie A-,~l.Q -'

. . .often international tensions donot see~~ ~'s
	 angible tous, rocs large scale , to small - we

d%..not
ctim ~

of )Ithe age-old *~: r= "s, Ii Ç 1P n
Hiddenaimer reaped from the i

	

s rife within us . . . 6
sepoateSt individuals

a i ies
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nations
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raceS creed, -1-calor
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all circumstances from personal life to the world-
wide conference table
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This film is a o obe into the inner spaces of human strife .
It deals ith

	

_nsions among Peop leS iot 1" wovid,

	

most
Tensions ~the seers of which begin in the mind and srread to the
regions of human activity d)
Tension

	

esterOM feelingscf hostilIty in the family of marlr,
16Zn Causes may be small in the beginning but mount ever higher in t~fieir effects

,lentil millions of lives are embroiled in ward, destruction a nd,hatred

The

	

the price ~,3+F tensio

	

is huge and it is paid
for by both the individual and society as ä whole, I
Altho gh this 11m is concerne~d~d with h sti itb on the i ternational

elLlevel )
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The seeds of tension grow and spread

	

the s 1 i ghee st opportunity' WL
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Tensions hcld3w1W minds in their grip
*as any newspaper testifie s

	

`
	ov-_rj~ continent.) in ever ., alk of 1 i fe 1

, . - e ever learnX,at SfAr« behind the headlines ?



Regardless of what we
to believe the seeds re

. . .and as thi lea
for the entire de
dedicated to put

causing conflicts
and through hard ork a

ruining goodwill
we shall have -a everlas

destroying peace - hopes
The future of t e world ,

THE SEEDS ARE VIM,-,,US
. . .fàeedom. H story te

ALL OF US
~ . . .I want pea you

WHQ,SYER SIB ARE
WHSRsv&R WE GO

. . .live and let live is
THET ARE W1 US

And when we -age not aMSviôt
thew.. .they

( ,,c ) Him, lui, seiner, el
Chtnk,Orin '-, 9-csr,
Capital
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uneas es Sv distrust . .f em condescending
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e delegation I know that I speak
when I say we are all completely
or all time, to CONFLICT(roar)

OOflWILL(roar )

a

4ro. ..r• I ; k.' - i'"`'$
Ce*$**@**

, Boer - ete
reaty . .arms . .liar. .war. .fight . . etc

societ a not hol

	

s. ..if we undorstani the seeds and theie`c-
can cont

	

them
a :democrat here are many aids to und-'rstanding . . .and as a

- people e: t use them
ocilolgicil consult ;tiony ereligious consultation
odern psyc fatry

	

.
education

f we understand the seeds fo war we can ca:abe* them effectively

Se problems of the world that necessitate international conferences
will not vanish
But the problems of the world anre :ot unsolvable
an1 if we can learn to understand the seeds of ;ar within ourselves
rie can break their hold upon us

dome say our pige t' the age of the helpless Individual
e can say more tru° it is an age - :here we begin t : , know enough

about our elve :- to control ourselves
It is a new kind of individual strength
A new kind of freedom...

When we break the age-old hold of the !Af'so of conflict we are taking
a giant step forward - torna rd peace
Inner peace . . .and world wide peace
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